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1. Introduction
Academic Reference is designed to provide a one-stop search and discovery platform of China

academic development, current research hotspots, and social cultural situation for overseas

colleges, universities, research institutions, and enterprises. The platform integrates high-quality

English resources published in mainland China, including over 13 million English abstracts from

first-class journals, proceedings, doctoral dissertations, and masters’ theses, and more than 1

million full-text articles. It allows cross-database search in these articles, English books,

yearbooks, and reference books.

2. Resources
As of December 2017, AcademicReference included a total of 13 million English abstracts and

more than 1million English full-text articles. These full-text articles include 565 thousand journal

articles, 5 thousand doctoral dissertations, 65 thousand master's thesis, and 372 thousand

conference papers. Meanwhile, AcademicReference collects 6 English books, 2178 English

Yearbooks, 49 English reference books and 989 thousand bilingual terms (see Table 1).

Table1 Resources of AcademicReference

3. Functions
➢ Navigation: discipline navigation and content type navigation. It helps narrow down the

searching range and provides quick access to information.

➢ Searching methods: one-stop search, advanced search, and search within publication.

The default search type of one-stop search is on subjects. Users can search in7 different

dimensions, select 12 types of documents, and set the publishing time range in advanced

search.

➢ Knowledge Network Node: it provides detailed and extended information of certain

article.
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➢ Download: it provides PDF format download when the article has English full-text, or

provides Chinese full-text links on CNKI overseas website http://oversea.cnki.net when

the article contains only English abstract.

➢ Online reading: books and reference works’ online reading mode is available.

4. Login
Homepage: http://ar.cnki.net/

Click "Login" (Figure 1), and then the login interface pops up (Figure 2). Users can either enter

their username and password or click "IP Login" to login. Institutional users can also

automatically log in through IP address.

Figure 1 Entry of login

Figure 2 Login interface

5. Homepage
AcademicReference homepage (Figure 3) mainly includes three sections:

1. One-stop search box: the one-stop search function is a joint search for books, journals and

articles, and the default search type is subject searching. Below it is the advanced search link.

2. Browse by Disciplines: all resources are classified into ten series. Users can choose certain

subjects and view resources of selected series.

3. Resources: including journals, doctoral dissertations, master's thesis, conference papers,

yearbooks, reference books, Chinese library books and bilingual glossaries, a total navigation

http://oversea.cnki.net
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display of eight different kinds of resources.

Figure 3 Homepage

6. Search
AcademicReference includes mainly three searching methods: one-stop search, advanced search

and search within publications.

6.1 One-stop search

The one-stop search is a joint search for books, journals and articles, and the default searching

mode is subject search. It can be found at the top of multiple pages, e.g. homepage, search results

page, single publication display page. (Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 6).

The search results are shown in Figure 4:

➢ Record of results: the amount of search results.

➢ Records shown on one page, with 3 options to choose: 10, 20, 50.

➢ Page: the first page, the last page, previous page, and next page of the search result are

displayed. Users can enter a page number and click Enter to turn to.

➢ CONTENT TYPE: it shows the content types and numbers of the search results. It

displays 5 types as default. Click “view more” to show all options, and click “view less”
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to retract to 5. Users can filter one content type under the current search result further.

➢ DISCIPLINES: it shows the series and numbers of the search results. It displays 5 types

as default. Click “view more” to display all, and click “view less” to retract to 5. Click

to expand subjects under a series, and click to collapse this series. You can

select multiple subjects or series under the current search results.

➢ PUBLICATION YEAR: you can drag the timeline or enter the publication year to filter.

➢ Search result list: the title and basic information of the document are displayed with

search terms highlighted. It provides PDF download when the article has English full-

text in English, or provides Chinese full-text links of CNKI overseas website

http://oversea.cnki.net when the article only has English abstract.

Figure 4 Search results

6.2 Advanced search

➢ Search conditions: two lines of searching bars are displayed by default. Users can

increase or decrease the number of lines by clicking or . The search items include

Title/ Abstract/ Keywords, Article Title, Publication Title, Author, Affiliation, Abstract,

and Keywords.

➢ Content type: you can choose from a total of 12 different types of content including

Journal articles, Journals, Doctoral dissertations, Master's thesis, Conference papers,
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Conference proceedings, Reference work entry, Reference work, Yearbook entry,

Yearbooks, Book chapters and Books. All types are searched by default.

➢ Publication year: you can drag the timeline or enter the publication year to set the

publication period.

Figure 5 Advanced search

6.3 Search within publication

Search within publication box can be found at the top of a single publication displaying page

(Figure 7, 8). The search scope contains articles or entries of journals, conference proceedings,

books, yearbooks, or reference books. The searching condition as default is subject searching, and

the search results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Search results within a publication
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7. Single Publication Display Page
The single publication page shows basic information of single journal, conference proceeding,

book, yearbook, or reference book, and the articles or entries it has included.

7.1 Single journal and yearbook page

Single journal and yearbook page are similar. Take a journal page for example (Figure 7), it

mainly shows the following contents:

➢ Journal basic Information, including cover of the journal, impact factor, ISSN, coverage,

number of articles, downloads, etc.

➢ Browse by Year & Issue: it shows publication year and issue of this journal. Click a

specific year or issue to reveal the article list.

➢ Table of Contents: it shows articles of the latest issue by default. Click a title then it

goes to the article page.

➢ Search within this journal: search within all issues of this journal.

Figure 7 Single journal page

7.2 Single book, reference work and conference proceeding display

Display of Book page, Reference work page, and Conference Proceeding Page are similar.

Take a book page for example (Figure 8). It mainly shows the following contents:

➢ Book basic Information, including book cover, author, publisher, ISBN, etc.

➢ Book chapter information: it shows the number of chapters and chapter-titles of the
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book. Online reading and PDF download are available.

➢ Search within this journal: search within all chapters of this book.

Figure 8 Single book page

8. Single Article Node Site
Click the title of an article or entry on the search results page or the single publication page, then

the article/entry page shows.

8.1 Article’s node site for journal, doctoral dissertation, master's theses, and conference

paper

Display of a single journal article page, doctoral dissertation page, master's thesis page, and

conference paper page are similar. Take a journal article page for example (Figure 9). It mainly

shows the following contents:

➢ Article basic Information: including the source journal, article title, author, affiliation,

DOI, downloads, cited frequency etc. It provides PDF download when the article has

English full-text, or provides Chinese full-text links of CNKI overseas website

http://oversea.cnki.net when the article only has English abstract.

➢ Article’s key information: including Keywords, Abstract, Figures & Tables, References,

the core content of the article.

➢ Similar documents: according to the title, it shows links of resources similar to the

article.

➢ Sharing: you can share articles to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Email.
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Figure 9 Journal article page

8.2 Article’s node site for yearbook and reference work

Display of yearbook entry page and reference work entry page are similar. Take a yearbook entry

page for example (Figure 10). It mainly shows the following contents:

➢ Yearbook Information: including title, publication year, and other basic information of

the source yearbook

➢ Yearbook entry information: including title of the entry, PDF download button,
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download frequency, same-subject entry or same entry in other years, etc.

➢ Similar documents: according to the entry title, it shows links of resources similar to the

entry.

➢ Sharing: Users can share entries to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Email.

Figure 10 Yearbook entry page

8.3 Book chapters

It provides online reading of book chapter, and mainly shows the following contents (Figure 11):

➢ Book information: including the book cover, PDF download button of the chapter, etc.

➢ Catalogue: it shows the entire catalogue of the book. You can drag the scroll bar to view

the entire catalogue.

➢ Page: it shows the content of the chapter.

➢ Search within the book: users can search in this book with the term highlighted in the

result.
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Figure 11 Book chapter page

9. Bilingual Glossary
➢ List of glossary terms: it shows the number of terms, Chinese Terms, English Terms and

their Source (Figure 12).

➢ DISCIPLINES: it shows the number of terms in the ten series. After selecting multiple

subjects or series, the corresponding terms are displayed on the right.

➢ Search within bilingual glossary: you can search terms within the glossary, and the

search results are displayed on the current page with the search term highlighted.

Figure 12 Bilingual glossary page
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